which can be considered as a representation of G in a natural way. Let F be the set of sequences with a } ,...,a k eZ and 0<^<^-1 for !<;</. The set {V y | y e T] gives a complete set of irreducible unitary representations of G, and so any unitary representation U of G decomposes into a direct sum U=®V" (7 \ yef r where u(y) is a nonnegative integer and V^l (7) denotes the direct sum of u(y) copies of V r . We can easily see that the fixed point set U G of U is {0} if and only if ii(y) = 0 for y = (0,...,0). Let for any y = (0 p ...,a A , &,,...,&,) e T .
We are now in a position to state our main theorem. (7) and W=®V; (7) . 76 [2] gives the Thorn isomorphism 
where the first homomorphism is given by multiplication by A_,£7 . 
(SU) = R(G)/(^U).
Let r]:SU-*SW be a G-map for representations U and W of G. Since the sequence (2.1) is functorial, we see that the composite
R(G) /( A_, W) = K G (SW) -

JL -> K G (SU) = R(G) /( A_, U)
coincides with the homomorphism induced from the identity on R(G). This implies the following.
Proposition 2 A. If there exists a G-map SU -> SW , then A_,W6(A_,I7) inR(G). §3. Calculation of K G (SU)
In this section we will calculate the ring K G (SU) for the case where G is abelian.
We first recall the following facts about the complex representation rings of G:
(
1) R(S l ) = Z[x,x~l]/(l-xx~l), in which the representation V t corresponds to
x l if />0 and to (jT
. From these facts we obtain Since /l_, is multiplicative, i.e., A_,(C7, ®U 2 ) = A_,f/, -A_,f/ 7 , Propositions 2.3 and 3.1 give the following. 
